



Rivendell Postulant’s Guide, Unit B

Our Story and The Story
The Rivendell Motif and the Journey

Part II
The Lord of the Rings and the Journey of Faith


“I wonder what sort of a tale we’ve fallen into?”  (Sam to Frodo; J.R.R. Tolkien, The Two Towers, “The Stairs of Cirith Ungol)


	J.R.R. Tolkien was a devout Christian, a Roman Catholic.  A number of writers have explored the spiritual dimensions and Christian resonances of The Lord of the Rings and other Tolkien works.   As one might expect, these differ in quality and depth, as well as in intended readership–popular, scholarly, even devotional.  The tremendous popularity of the movies encouraged a spate of books in the “Finding God in Middle Earth” category, ranging from the profound to the rather silly.  You might like to read some of these, either now or in the future.  Your own reviews of such books would be a most welcome contribution to the Community!

	One of the most powerful commentaries, albeit indirect, on The Lord of the Rings is by Tolkien himself in his now-famous essay “On Fairy-Stories.”  First published in Essays Presented to Charles Williams, this essay is available in a small volume entitled Tree and Leaf, which also contains a wonderful and illuminating story entitled “Leaf by Niggle.”  (Both are almost guaranteed to provide consolation and illumination for anyone who has ever longed to visit Middle Earth, or to be assured that what they love in the books is in some sense “true”!  I remember that when my son and I came to the end of reading The Lord of the Rings aloud, he wept because he wanted so much for it to be “for real”; my response was to read him “Leaf by Niggle.”) Please read at least the last several pages of the essay “On Fairy Stories,” beginning with Tolkien’s discussion of the uses or goods of “fairy stories” and continuing through the epilogue, which deals explicitly with fairy stories and the Gospel.

	Tolkien was a member of the informal group who called themselves the Inklings, along with C.S. Lewis (on whom Tolkien had great influence), Charles Williams, and others.  These writers, who met frequently for lively conversation, and read one another their works in progress, were especially interested in the potential of story to awaken and nourish Christian imagination, and to convey an “inkling,” at least, of the heights and depths of the Gospel,

	Tolkien’s work is probably the most subtle in this regard.  Unlike Lewis, whose fiction is frequently rather transparently allegorical Tolkien himself professed to “cordially dislike allegory in all its manifestations,” and commented, “I much prefer history, true or feigned, with its varied applicability to the thought and experience of readers.  I think that many confuse ‘applicability’ with ‘allegory’; but the one resides in the freedom of the reader, and the other in the purposed domination of the author.”.  Foreword to The Fellowship of the Ring  Many people have found the “applicability” of Tolkien’s tales to their own inner and outer experience a powerful indication of how well he succeeded in what he called “mythopoeia,” creating in a secondary world a story of authentically mythic possibilities and potency.

The Ring Quest as Spiritual Journey

While The Lord of the Rings has much in common with quest stories in general–the motifs of the journey, companions, dangers and help from unexpected sources, perseverance and courage as key virtues, and so on, the nature of the quest itself is almost unparalleled.  A typical quest has as its goal to find or gain something (treasure, the Holy Grail, the water of life); Frodo’s task is to lose something: the One Ring.

This unusual motif of the quest as relinquishment makes the story particularly appropriate for a journey whose object is to lose oneself.  Jesus invites us into a new life abundant beyond our wildest dreams.  But he also calls us to leave behind the familiar and the comfortable, to let go, to relinquish our present, constricted life, and die; death is the way into life.  God’s compassion is unimaginably wide in its embrace, but it may beckon us into a way which is narrow indeed.  The way of negation is inextricably part of the Gospel, and of any Christian life that does not lose sight of the Cross.

A second, related element of The Lord of the Rings is its depiction of two very different kinds of power.  Contemporary theologian Wendy Farley summarizes her insightful analysis” “Tolkien depicts two world orders.  Evil is stronger and it is irresistible.  Evil corrupts desire.  It is the strength of dominion and the desire for possession.  This order cannot be resisted on its own terms.  One must repudiate the desire for domination: this in itself is the heart of the struggle against evil.  It is the genius of J.R.R. Tolkien to see that the difference between good and evil is one of opposing types of desire and power; whenever good is tainted by the desire for dominion and control it has already lost the battle and been overcome by evil.”. Wendy Farley, Tragic Vision, Divine Compassion (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox, 1990)

The power of the Ring is the power of domination, the power to control–the only kind of power of which the Dark Lord can conceive.  The power of domination not only oppresses and coerces; most terribly, it twists and corrupts the good.  No one, however virtuous her motive or strong his will, can use the One Ring without eventually being enslaved.  Those who resist the Dark Lord are sorely tempted to use his own weapon against him.  But evil cannot be defeated by the power of domination.  The heroically fought battles of the War of the Ring stand no real chance of defeating Sauron; they are only a temporary holding action, and a distraction that allowed the Ring-bearer to fulfill his quest.

Against the power of domination stands another kind of power: the power of compassion.  The pity which spares Gollum turns out to be essential to the completion of the quest.  Compassion appears to be both weak and foolish in comparison with the power to coerce and control.  What chance does it stand in the “real world”?  But “God’s foolishness is wiser than human wisdom, and God’s weakness is stronger than human strength.”  (I Corinthians 1:25)

The Ring is, among other things, a potent symbol of a fundamental human predicament, suggesting both how helplessly we are victimized by the “Domination System,” as Walter Wink describes it,. In his very insightful and useful trilogy on the Powers, especially Engaging the Powers, and his briefer summary, The Powers That Be, which are highly recommended and how readily we are complicit in the very evil that enslaves us.

The journey of Frodo and Sam suggests the possibility of little, ordinary people accepting the call to “heroic” tasks for which they are clearly unfit, the power and joy of companionship in the journey,
. Professed members of the Rivendell Community are called Companions, “those who break bread together”–a reflection of this theme. the importance of faithful perseverance even in the face of seeming impossibility, the mostly hidden hand of Providence, and much more which has resonance for us.


Questions for reflection:

– What episodes, themes or motifs in The Lord of the Rings are significant or suggestive to you in your own experience?

– With which characters do you particularly identify?  Why?

– How do you encounter the power of “the Ring” in your experience?  How do you resist it?

“The consolation of fairy-stories, the joy of the happy ending: or more correctly of the good catastrophe, the sudden joyous “turn” (for there is no true end to any fairy-tale): this joy... is not essentially “escapist” or “fugitive”... It does not deny the existence of... sorrow and failure: the possibility of these is necessary to the joy of deliverance; it denies (in the face of much evidence, if you will) universal final defeat and in so far is evangelium, giving a fleeting glimpse of Joy, Joy beyond the walls of the world, poignant as grief.”. J.R.R. Tolkien, “On Fairy-Stories,” in Essays Presented to Charles Williams (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1947)

– When have you experienced some glimpse of “Joy beyond the walls of the world”?
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